The Weinfeld Program is NYU School of Law’s most prestigious donor recognition group. Instituted in 1989, the Program honors the legacy of alumni Judge Edward Weinfeld (’21) by recognizing alumni and friends whose generosity exemplifies Judge Weinfeld’s dedication and commitment to the Law School.

**HOW TO JOIN**

Alumni and friends may join by making an annual commitment to the Weinfeld Program.

- **Weinfeld Benefactors** make annual gifts of $25,000 or more
- **Weinfeld Patrons** make annual gifts of $10,000 or more
- **Weinfeld Associates** make annual gifts of $5,000 or more
- **Weinfeld Fellows** are recent graduates who make annual gifts of $1,000 until they have celebrated their 10th Reunion

**WHY JOIN**

**Member Benefits include:**
- Invitations to receptions and unique programming held at the Law School throughout the year
- Recognition on the Weinfeld plaque in Vanderbilt Hall
- Listing in the Weinfeld Directory and in the Law School’s Annual Report of Donors

**Weinfeld Gifts support:**
- Financial Aid
- The Law Library
- Clinics
- Institutional research
- Student journals
- Student organizations
- Academic resources
Judge Edward Weinfeld (‘21)

Judge Weinfeld’s storied career sets him among NYU Law’s finest alums, and his impact on the legal profession is a profound credit to our Law School.

A lifelong New Yorker, Weinfeld opened his own practice in the city after graduation. In 1950, he was appointed by President Truman to the Federal bench, a position he held for nearly four decades. Weinfeld took great pride in his Federal district court career, emphasizing that all cases big and small mattered equally. His shrewd reasoning made him known for decisions that were rarely reversed.

At the time of his death at age 86, Weinfeld was the oldest active Federal district judge in the country. The Weinfeld program honors his incredible achievements, and recognizes our loyal donors whose support ensures NYU Law will continue to educate future generations of such giants in the legal profession.

For further information on the Weinfeld Program, please contact Joshua Negreira, Assistant Director of Annual Fund & Reunion, at 212-998-6368 or by e-mail at joshua.negreira@nyu.edu